THE ANNOTATED MEMORANDUM FROM HOPE'S VINDICATION

by Ralph Lovegrove

Preface
This is a large excerpt from Sir William Hope’s final book, the Vindication of the True
Art of Defence, which is available online. The except concerns the technical portion
of the book which addresses not only techniques and physical attitudes but also
states of mind and training. This is perfectly summed up in the Abstract at the end.
This transcription has been made with the intention of annotating the contents to
provide context for the modern reader and scholar; these annotations are available
as footnotes. Additionally the plate first printed in Hope's New Method has been
provided as it well illustrates the postures and physical attitudes Hope refers to.
Scholars may note that the other part of the Vindication, not transcribed here, con‐
cerns itself with the morality of duelling and defending oneself, as well as some an‐
swers to certain objections to Hope’s teachings which come after the Abstract. It is a
useful context that helps one understand the moral climate of the day. It’s worth not‐
ing that, just as today where practitioners of a niche hobby who profess opinions
may come under scrutiny and criticism, Hope clearly had a body of artists who dis‐
agreed with him. But today we are free to put our views forth on the internet. Hope
was fortunate and wealthy enough to address his detractors in print.

The Plates (from Hope's New Method, 1707)
These plates originate from Hope's New Method and are reproduced here as the
Memorial makes reference to specific figures.

Hope's New Method: The Scheme

Standing in and opposing the Hanging Guard

Opposing the Quart Guard with the Hanging Guard

Quart Guard with a sloping point, against the Hanging Guard

Parrying a thrust without and below the sword, in Seconde

Parrying a thrust without and above the sword, in Prime

A command

Defence from horseback

An optimistic defence with the Hanging Guard against a pole-arm

A Short Memorial for True Sword-Men
by Sir William Hope, 1724

This text has been annotated by two methods:

I. Tangential comments (amusing asides, context or other peripheral
notes) have been added as footnotes.

II. Actual lessons have been added in-line in the text for visibility.

I hope you find the first interesting and the second useful.

- RGL

Cum Bellum susceperis, utrum aperta pugna, an insidiis vincas, nihil ad Justitiam in‐
terest. Aug. Caus. 23. Quest. 2.
The preceeding sheets being a Vindication of Self-Defence, and consequently of the
Art of Defence, I believe it will not be thought much out of the way, if I add to them a
few general and useful directions, relating to the Art of the Sword, partly taken from
my New Method of Fencing, for my own ease, and partly also new; which will cer‐
tainly be of use to such who already understand it. As for those who are altogether
ignorant, they may either apply to a Master, or consult my above mentioned book,
which is as plain and easy as words can make it.
There is then Four Qualifications indispensibly required in every man who desires to
become a true Sword Man. 1st, a vigorous strength. 2dly, agility of the body. 3dly, a
quick and discerning eye. And 4thly, judgement.1 I do not mention courage2, be‐
cause that is a qualification without which a Man can never pretend to be a true
Sword-Man. He may be indeed a great Artist, and may also be a great Coward, and
so can be no true Sword-Man, because he wants its chief Concomitant, Courage.
For if I may be allowed the Comparison, Cowards amongst Sword-Men3; there are
imperfect Men, and those imperfect Sword-Men, being Artists without the chief Char‐
acteristick of true Art. And that I may set this in its true Light, I must here make a
Distinction with Terms, which altho' New, and somewhat Nice, yet being my own In‐
vention, will hold, and be of great Use hereafter, to distinguish betwixt couragious
Sword-Men and timorous and cowardly Sword-Men.4 And my Terms are these,
Sword-Man, Truly a Sword-Man, and a True Sword-Man.
1mo, Every Gentleman is simply a Sword-Man, whether he hath any Art or not,
altho' also a Coward; because, his being a Gentleman by Birth entitles him to wear a
Sword, upon which Account he is justly termed in general a Sword-Man, without
either the distinguishing Terms of, Truly, or True, prefix’d to it.
2do, A Man may be Truly a Sword-Man, whether he be a Gentleman or not, because
he naturally Fights Truly and Couragiously without any Art; so that altho' he be a
common Fellow, yet since he fights truly and handles his Weapon or Sword boldly
and couragiously, altho' he cannot as a Gentleman claim the simple Title of SwordMan, yet he may of, Truly a Sword-Man, for the Reasons above-mentioned.
3tio, A Person who has not only Art, but True Courage join’d with it, whether he be a
Gentleman or not, man, if Gentle, be called not indeed only and simply a SwordMan, but a True Sword-Man, because, he is both Master of the Art, and makes Use

of it with Courage. So that any Gentleman without Courage is simply a Sword-Man;
if he have Courage with it, he is truly a Sword-Man, altho’ he have no Art and if he
has Art conjoin’d, he is a True Sword-Man.
Again, a common Fellow, altho’ he cannot pretend, as a Gentleman, to the Gentle
and simple Term Sword-Man, yet if he have Courage, he may to the Second, that is,
Truly a Sword-Man; and if he have Art conjoin’d to it, then he is a True Sword-Man;
by which Distinguishing Terms you may observe, That Man may be simply a SwordMan, and neither truly a Sword-Man, nor a true Sword-Man; because he is a Gentle‐
man, and so aquires it by Birth, altho’ perhaps He has neither Art nor Courage; and
another may be truly a Sword-Man and have no Art, because he acquires that Title
by his Courage. And last of all, a Fellow may be a True Sword-Man as well as any
Gentleman, because he possesses both Art and Courage as well as the Gentleman,
altho’ he cannot claim the Gentle Epithet of Sword-Man simply, that only belonging
to true Gentlemen and not to any other Person whatsoever, who cannot justly claim
that Dignity by Birth.
It were to be wished, that this Distinction of Sword-Men which I have falled upon,
were exactly observed hereafter amongst all Persons, particularly those who are
True Sword-Men, which would prevent many Mistakes, in giving Persons their true
Characters with Relation to the Sword. And altho’, for my own Part, I shall always,
out of Civility, as I believe all well bred Persons will, call all truly Artists, True SwordMen; because, I will never doubt any Man’s Courage, until I have a very good
Ground for it. Yet strictly speaking, and to do Justice to every one, the preceeding
distinguishing Terms, of Sword-Man, Truly Sword-Man, and True Sword-Man, ought
to be exactly observed, for the better preventing of Confusion in Characterizing the
different Kinds of Sword-Men.5
The very same Terms will agree to Artist; that is, an Artist simply, Truly an Artist, and
a True Artist; for the Gentleman by Birth is not concerned here, as in the preceeding
simple Term, Sword-Man.
And 1mo, An Arist simply, is a Person who has been perhaps but a Month or two at
School, so cannot be expected to know much of the Art, altho’ if he have Courage,
he is truly6 an Artist, because he makes truly Use of the little Art he has. 2do, A True
Artist is he who is not only very skiful and Adroit, but who hath also Courage to put it
in Execution. And 3tio, Truly an Artist, is one who is much Master of Art, but little of
Courage, and has not a Heart to go thorow with it stoutly and boldly; but is very
timerous, and in a Manner hesitates or Erkes, as we say, in all his Performances.

There are, I am afraid, too many of this Kind, who appear stout to the Eye, but are
false at the Heart. Such dastardly7 Artists have, by their Cowardice, done more Pre‐
judice to true Fencing, than all their Fleuret Arts and School Play, or best, but timor‐
ous Theory could every advance it; so that their Art is so far from being a good Qual‐
ification in them, or a Recommendation of this Science, that, upon the contrary, they
are truly a Reproach and Scandal to it.8
VALOUR or Courage, being the Source and Foundation of Bravery, and all Heroick
Actions, that Man is truly to be pitied who naturally wants it; altho’ I cannot but as‐
sert, That if a Man have the least Degree of it, Art will rather increase and augment,
than impair or diminish it. And were I to make a choice of the Two, I would prefer
Courage to Art, because, without it Art can do but very little; whereas, Courage has
been known to perform surprising Actions without Art. Besides, it is many Times ob‐
served, that the Bold and Couragious are lucky and fortunate, according to the Pro‐
verb, Audaces Fortuna juvat; but they do best conjoin’d. So not doubting, but that
my Reader is a True Artist, and consequently, according to my former Distinction, a
True Sword-Man. I say, That,
First, A Vigorous Strength impowers a Man to resist and grapple with his Adversary,
which were he himself slender and weak, would be the Occasion of his being com‐
manded, or thrown to the Ground, did he endeavour to Enclose : Which, by the Way,
I would never advise a weak Person to attempt upon one much stronger than him‐
self, but to keep him as much as he can, by his Art, at a little Distance, or at least at
his Sword’s Point; unless he attempt to Enclose, with a Design to be commended
and disarmed himself, that he man, with the more Honour, have the Opportunity to
yield, and thereby save his Life : As I have hear of some Officers now gone, who
voluntarily allowed themselves to be taken Prisoners at the Beginning of the En‐
gagement, for their greater Safety during the Heat of it; but as this is not allowable,
so the other is, being only a private Engagement. Whereas, upon the Contrary, a
strong and vigorous Man, should always endeavour to Enclose upon a Weak, for the
very contrary Reasons.
Secondly, AGILITY of Body assists a Man to Advance or Retire, and to perform all
his other Artificial Motions regularly, and with Life and Quickness; without which,
they would appear dull and slow, and more like the Postures of a Lifeless Statue,
than the Actions of a Living Man.

Thirdly, A Quick and Exact Eye, is most necessary and useful in Fighting; because
by it, the most subtle Motions of the Adversary’s Sword are discerned, and thereby a
Man’s Parade or Defence rendered the more certain; also, he thereby discovers the
most proper Opens he is to Thrust at, when his Adversary makes such Discoveries
to him; whereas, had he a short, weak, or dull Sight, he could never go so readily to
the Adversary’s Sword to Cross it by his Parade, nor so easily discover and Opens,
which his Adversary by Negligence might offer to him.
Fourthly, JUDGEMENT is of so very great Consequence in the Art of the Sword, that
he who, without it, endeavours to perform any of his Artificial Motions or Designs,
does them only at Random, and Hap-hazard, as we say, and is more beholden to
Chance for his good Success than any Thing else; because, strictly speaking, a true
and skilful Sword-Man ought to perform no Motions, but what he does upon good
Grounds, and for which, where he desired, he can give a judicious and satisfactory
Reason to any other knowing Artist.9
JUDGEMENT in a Sword-Man may be compared to Conduct in a good General,
who not only forsees, but also prevents any Designs, or Stratagems his Enemy may
make Use of, to ensnare and overcome him; to act without Judgement is like a blind
Man’s throwing of a Stone; it must hit somewhere, and may perhaps do Execution,
but no Thanks to the Thrower of it, because he took no particular Aim when deliver‐
ing it; and so the Success of the Throw was the Effect of Chance, not of Judgement.
It is just so, when an Artist, or any other Person Fights and Thrusts at Random, and
without any previous and judicious Design in what he performs; he may succeed,
but it is without Forethought, Design, or Judgement, and so must be disapproved by
all knowing and judicious Sword-Men. Besides, Judicium Corpus ipsum juvat,
Judgement does truly accelerate the Actions of the Body, and swiftens the Motions
of the Sword-Hand, which, by Confusion, are slackened and retarded. Of which all
True Sword-Men are sensible, when they neglect the Use of it, by playing at Ran‐
dom, or La Tete Base, as we say10.
INDEED, that a True Sword-Man may make right Use of this Judgement, there is re‐
quired a Calmness and Sedateness of Temper, without which, he cannot so easily
exert his Judgement; for Passion so obfuscates and beclouds it, that a Man can
scarcely know what he does, while he has it in a great Degree. I know, That this is
Durus Sermo to many Sprightly and High-blooded Men; and must also own, That it
is scarcely possible to Fight well, without being in some Degree of Passion, See
Page II. For thus a Man performs his Actions with the more Life and Vigour; but still
the more he can Master a great Transport of Passion, so much the better.11

THIS Calmness and Sedateness in Fighting, is more easily acquired in fighting
against Fire Arms, than against single Weapons Hand to Hand, because in the First,
if a Man excite his Passion, it must be against the Arms, and Powder and Ball, and
not the Soldiers, who are called to their Duty by their Prince, and never did him any
Affront or Harm. But it is not so in the Second, where a Man has received perhaps a
Box o’ the Ear, or some other great and provoking Affront; this, upon the very Sight
of his Antagonist, sets his Blood in a Ferment, by which his Passion is excited : And
truly ‘tis a very great Advantage to a Man, when he can suppress it in any Measure;
for I don’t think it possible to do it wholly, but the more the better. Besides, the very
Motion of the Body, and Handling of the Weapons, of whatever Kind, raise the Spir‐
its, and thereby excite a Man’s Passion; of which, as I have already said, he is rather
the better as the worse, in a single Engagement; but when it exceeds a due Meas‐
ure, then it is to his Detriment rather as Advantage, for, Omne nimium Vertitur in Viti‐
um.
THE Sedateness then of Generals and other Officers, as well in Sea Engagements
as those at Land, is not so extraordinary or difficult to be acquired, as many imagine;
and the Reason is evident, because, besides the foregoing Reason, as having only
the Ships and Waves and Powder and Ball at Sea, to vent their Passion and Fury
against, they go on themselves, and lead on their Men to Land Engagement Leis‐
urely, and at a very slow Pace; by which their Blood is kept cool, and sometimes too
much so, which is many Times the Occasion of a greater Concern (I will not call it a
Degree of Fear, for that Word is justly cashiered out of Armies) than otherwise they
would have, did they march with greater Speed, and were to engage also Sword in
Hand : So that they need so little to master their Passion, that they ought rather to
use honourable, gentile, and summary amusing Methods to excite it : And this is
sometimes the reasons, why many very good Officers, while marching on to an En‐
gagement, or when a Battery is playing against the Body they command, take a
hearty Pinch of Snuff, or a good large Chaw of Tobacco, if accustomed to it,
whereby they are a little diverted, and their Spirits put in greater Agitation than other‐
wise they would, upon so slow a March. Of this the Turks give us an Example, who
commonly take a large Doze of Opium, before they engage, which has the same Ef‐
fect upon them (being used to it) that a Dram of good Spirits, or Genever12, or large
Snuff, or Chaw of Tobacco, have upon any of us.
BY all which, I would only insinuate, That Calmness and Sedateness in Generals
and other Officers, are as natural to them and their Soldiers, in an Engagement with
Fire Arms, either at Sea or Land, as a good Degree of Hastiness or Passion is to
there same Persons, when engaged in single Combat, either with the Sword singly,

or with the Sword and Pistol, altho’ with the Pistol joined it is less (to use which dex‐
trously, see my New Method), until they come to their Swords : So that to fight in a
single Combat calmly, and without some Degree of Passion, I look upon it as next to
impossible, if they be brisk and lively Persons who are to engage13 : And if it were
otherwise, I should be afraid it might proceed from another Cause, not to be named
amongst Men of Honour. But certainly, the better Use that a Sword-Man maketh of
his Passion, and the better he manages it, so much the more it will tend to his Ad‐
vantage, which is all that is desired or expected of him. I judged it proper to give my
Sentiments of Calmness, as well as Courage, in True Sword-Men, that my reader
might know my Thoughts of them, and in what they may differ from his own, or those
of other Persons of Honour : or I may give my Opinion and Advice, but shall never
peremptorily dictate, well knowing, that Humanium est Errare.
A Man being possessed of the pregoing Qualifications, and understanding the Art of
the Sword, I mean, so much of it as is needful for a Gentleman in a necessary SelfDefence, I doubt not, but the following short Directions will be of great Use to him in
an Occasion Sword in hand. And to make Art not only to improve, but also to imitate
Nature as much as possible. And the Defensive Part of the Sword being the most
useful as well as most difficult to become truly Master of, I shall begin with it.
FIRST,
Of the Parade or Defensive Part.
The Person who peruses this Memorial, being a True Sword-Man, he will certainly
know to defend himself after the common Method, by any of the Five Guards viz.
Prime, Seconde, Tierce, Quart and Quint;; but the Seconde or Hanging-Guard, with
a slopping Point being (as I have fully demonstrated in my New Method) that Guard
from which the surest Defence may be drawn, against all attacks by the SmallSword and Broad-Sword, or Sabre, and that as well as Horse-back, as on Foot, or
by any other edged or pointed Weapon, that is, Halbard, Pole-Ax, &c. Or blunt
Weapons, such as Quarter-Staff, Fauchion, or common Oak-Club, Cudgel or Staff. I
shall only insist upon it, after I have told, That all true Defence from any Guard, must
form a Cross, either less or more, upon the Adversary’s Weapon in defending; be‐
cause if it make not that, it will either altogether fail, or at least, prove and imperfect
Defence, that is that in Parieing, the Person who defends, will not be so safe, but in
more Hazard of being wounded, than if he formed a good Cross : So that, certainly,
the greater the Cross, the better the Defence : And consequently, the easiest, surest
and fastest, is drawn from the Hanging-Guard in Seconde, because it forms the

greatest Cross; which being so well known, I need not stand to explain its Posture to
True Sword-men, but shall remit them to the Plate at the End, Fig. 1, 2 and 6. And to
my New Method, for the great Advantage it hath over all the other before-named
Guards; together with some trivial Objections against it, which are all fully explained
and answered in that Book.14
THIS Guard then in Second, with a sloping Point, begin that which I chiefly recom‐
mend for the former Reasons, I must tell you, That when it is right kept, with an
earnest stooping forwards of the Body, your Adversary has, in a Manner, but Two
Parts to attack you in, by the Thrust, with Ease, which are within and above the
Sword upon the Left-side, or without and beneath the Sword upon the Right.
IF he Attack you with a Thrust upon the Left-side, your Head, when on Guard, being
always covered by your Sword-Arm, Cross his Sword, gaining its Weak with your
Fort, by a slop or squint motion of your Sword-Hand, toward your Left-side, and near
to the Body, moving your Head at the same Time a little towards your Right-side, al‐
ways beneath your Arm, to prevent a Thrust in the Face : The slop or squint Motion
of your Arm, near to the Body, makes you meet the more certainly with the Feeble or
Weak of his Sword, whereby you defend him with the more Ease, whereas other‐
wise, he might Force his Thrust Home upon you, if he gained your Weak; and there‐
fore, you are to take Care thus to prevent it. See the Plate, Fig. 7.
IF he thrust without and beneath your Sword upon your Right-side, you are to ob‐
serve the very same Directions as you did for the Left, See the Plate, Fig. 10. Only if
it be a Blow upon either Side, and not a Thrust, then the Crossing of his Sword is
sufficient, without that oblique or sloping Motion of the Sword toward the Body, to
gain the Feeble of his Sword, because the Parade of the Stroke upon the Left-side,
should be rather carried a little upward, as sloping towards the Body, as in Parieing
the Thrust; and that the better to oppose and Counter-check the Force of his Blow
upon the Left-side, See the Plate, Fig. 14.

FIRST LESSON:

This assumes a guard of Seconde. You will do well to keep your elbow as high as possible. Practice these well, and remember the hand
flies first, followed by body, then the feet; and the lunge should
be short.

I. Parry of Prime against a thrust without and above the sword. Riposte with tierce.
II. Parry of Seconde against a thrust without and below the sword.
Riposte with tierce (or between tierce and seconde).

BUT if the Blow be upon the Right-side, and high, then you are only to draw your
Sword-Hand toward your Right-side, and parie him with the Fort of your Sword, your
Point a little High; not forgetting, as you raise your Sword upwards, to make a Mo‐
tion with your Head downwards, but which you will meet and cross his Sword with
half the Motion, the Head moving the one Half of the Distance, and your Sword the
other, See the Plate, Fig. 16. This is the true Method of Parieing either Thrusts or
Blows, upon either Side, when you stand to a True Guard in Seconde.
BUT if your Adversary offer to strike at your Head with a streight or downright Blow,
whatever the Weapon may be, carry your Sword up, and quite a-cross and level, un‐
til you meet his Sword or Weapon, making the above-mentioned Motion with your
Head downwards, as you are raising of your Sword level; by which, as I have said,
you gain the Half of the Time in Parieing which you would take, did you not assist
the Motion of your Sword with that of the Head. See the Plate, Fig. 16.

SECOND LESSON:

With these parrys against blows, the blade is pushed further from
the body to meet the blow before it's in full force.

The blade

position depends on the angle away from the downright blow; on the
left side of the head the point drops, and on the right side it's
raised up, to make a 90 degree cross with the blow.

I. Parry of Prime against a blow without and above the sword,
angled down towards the left side of your head. Against a blow
without and above the sword, the point should come out a bit and be
a bit farther from the body. This is to make a good cross, and to
meet the the blow before it's achieved full force. Riposte with a
thrust in tierce.
II. Parry of Tierce (achieved by raising the point from your guard
in seconde) against a blow angled down towards the right side of
your head. From here you may bind their blade (but be wary of introducing an additional time which may allow them a second cut) and

thrust in tierce-seconde, perhaps with a half-pass; alternatively
you may pass to their outside (or inside) and pommel to the face
whilst employing a suitable grip, and throw if apt. If they instead
return to guard you may wish to employ a single feint and disengagement over their point, against their next parry which is most
likely in seconde, as you play from the riposte.
III. Parry of St. George with the blade horizontal against a downright blow. From here you may grip as you might above, or riposte
(with feint if needed) similarly; but you may also be better served
to vaulte or traverse a little to your right, or half-pass to your
left (more difficult) should they remain within distance rather
than return to guarde.

THIS is a Nicety in Parieing from this Guard in Seconde, which few People know,
and therefore it ought to be taken Notice of, and exactly observed; for this Motion of
the Head will save your Head from many a Cut or Wound it would otherwise receive,
if you made only Use of the Motion of your Sword-Hand in Parieing, and neglected
it. You are also to take Care, that your Parie or Defend your self, always with the
Blade of your Sword, and not with the Back-Ward, if a Small Sword, or with the
Closs or Ship-Head Hilt, if a Broad; See the Plate, Fig. 16. Because, altho’ they may
defend you, yet your Sword not forming a Cross with your Aversary’s, the Parade or
Defence is false, which always makes a Cross, and so defends perfectly, altho’ you
had only the Blade of a Sword in your Hand, without any Hilt at all, and were neces‐
sitate to fight with it. This is a material Rule, as is also this last, which I stall end the
Defensive Part from this Guard in Seconde15 : And it is this,
THAT you look chiefly to your Adversary’s Sword-Hand, and about Half a Foot from
it upon the Blade, both as it were at one Time, with a general View of the Eye, if I
may so call it, and but very rarely to his Eyes, lest he might deceive you if he squin‐
ted; altho’ it is convenient and useful, to take sometimes a Glance at his Eyes, to ob‐
serve in what Frame his Blood and Spirits are in, which may assist you to order your
Attack and Pursuit accordingly : For the Eye is, in a Manner, the outward Soul of a
Man, as Hippocrates says, Profecto in Oculus Animus habitat.
IF you observe these few Directions exactly, in Parieing from the Hanging-Guard in
Seconde, you will defend your self easily both a Foot and on Horseback, against all
Weapons whatsoever, whether Pointed, Edged, or Blunt, unless he be a Kind of Go‐
liath that you are Fighting against; and even in that Case, you will meet, oppose, and

cross his Sword, (which is all that Art can do) altho’ you cannot Master his Strength,
so as to carry off his Blows : In such a Case, a Man is overpowered by Strength, not
overcome by Art; and if he do succumb, he owes it to his Weakness, and not to his
Want of Art. Nor is it impossible, if he be truly a good Man who is thus trysted, and
that he is forced to fight for his Life, but in such an extraordinary Case he may, as
David, receive a supernatural Assistance, to which, in Time of Distress, I earnestly
recommend him : For Paul may Plant, &c.16
I shall next proceed to the malicious Part of the Art, whereby in defending our own
Lives, we are sometimes indispensibly necessitate to take away that of our Ad‐
versary’s Life, I can never be condemned, for choosing of two Evils the least. Here
again as in Page 20. Necessity hath neither Law nor Gospel against it.
SECONDLY
Of the Pursuit, or Offensive Part.
ALTHO, when a Man is much Master of the Parade, I allow him to suffer his Ad‐
versary to make his Pursuit, and to take himself to the Defensive Part, and to to of‐
fend from the Riposte; which is indeed the truest Art, and safest at Sharps, when a
Man is truly Master of the Parade; yet seeing all True Sword-Men have not that at
their Command, (for he indeed must be confessed a very great Sword-Man who is
absolutely Master of it) yet, for the most Part, it is safe enof for a Man to take the
Pursuit at first Engaging, and to put the most difficult Part of the Art, which is the De‐
fence, upon his Adversary, which will not only put a little Stop to his Passions, and
Pursuit, if he design it, but also be a Means for the more readily wounding him, if he
have not all the surer Parade.

A fundamental clue to the next lessons: if you're very sure of your
defence then playing from the riposte is the most reliable way to
secure your opponent's blade and safely attack in turn. BUT, most
of us aren't that good, and in many cases we can't rely on the opponent to take their turn in playing aggressor and then defender
(owing to skill, temperament, agonistic/antagonistic goals, etc.).
In which case if we try to play the defensive part only, eventually
we'll be run down and killed. Thus "putting the most difficult part
of the Art on one's Adversary" is an absolutely essential tactic;
even if it's only as part of the half-pursuit, to draw your oppon-

ent out.

A very simple maxim: whenever your enemy attacks you, do not fail
to answer with an offensive motion, even if that motion is only a
half-pursuit. Success in combat is helped greatly by psychologically dominating your opponent; and if you can show that you will
not be easily taken, you may give them pause and doubt and thus
give yourself time for your own strategy. Take up space, otherwise
they will take it from you and (literally and figuratively) gain
the place.

IT is a Question amongst some true Sword-Men, which of the Two have the Advant‐
age, Whether the Aggressor, or Defender? Each of which have their Votaries; but I
shall here, in Three Circumstances, give my own Opinion in a few Words, whether it
be approved of or not.
First Circumstance. IF they be both Ignorants, neither of the being Masters of either
the Defensive Part or the Pursuit’s, neither of these Parts can be recommended to
them; so they must even let Nature work, as we say, and doe the best they can; and
are to supply by Courage and Boldness, what they want of Art : This is the Case, I
am afraid, of too many, which I am sorry for, and wish they may hereafter prevent it
by becoming True Artists.

Obviously no lesson applies in this place, since both sides are unskilled. But of course neither side would heed such a lesson anyway, and thus must play "naturally".

Second Circumstance. IF a Man be ignorant of the Art who is to fight, he little under‐
stands what is for his Advantage; if he take himself to the most difficult Part of the
Art, which is the Defensive, when he is not in the least Master of it, and the less, if
he be engaging against a True Sword-Man.
SUCH a Person then, ought certainly to begin with a vigorous and violent Pursuit, to
put the difficult Part of the Art upon the True Sword-Man, who otherwise would have
but too great Advantage over him. And when a True Artist meets such a brisk and
forward Person, I know no surer Remedy for him, than to make good Use of his LeftHand, and nicely Breaking a little of Measure, by a Circular or gently retiring Motion,

to take the Opportunity, as his Adversary is Thrusting, to Parie with his Left-Hand,
giving in at the same Time his Thrust, which will rarely fail of Execution. I know a
Gentleman a Friend of mine, and of the same Name (and what Art he had, was from
my self) who was so very dexterous with his Left-Hand, that after making a Thrust or
Two, he seldom fail’d to catch hold of his Adversary’s Foil so firmly, by its Blade, that
he had it generally in his Power to give him a Thrust, if he had a Mind to it; and this
Dexterity he acquired by mere Practice; for
Custom and Practice do so much prevail, They make a Man in every Thing excel, If
Nature they exceed, ‘tis hard to tell.
BESIDES a Man’s Sword cannot be in Two Places, nor perform Two different Ac‐
tions at one and the same Time, altho’ it can parie and defend Two or Three Strokes
or Thrusts, given against it by Men in different Positions, the Sword still keeping the
same Place; which any True Sword-Man will understand and acknowledge. So that
the Parieing with the Left-Hand in Fighting, is so very useful, that I look upon it as
the chief Preservative against Thrusts from the Riposte; and therefore I do earnestly
recommend the Practice of it, and admire it is not more in Use amongst Sword-Men
than it has been hitherto; but I doubt not, but in Time, it shall prevail, when once its
great Use is known in Fighting. If a True Sword-Man take not this Method against
such forward Ignorants17, as well as Artists, I cannot say but he may be put very
hard to it with all his Art and Dexterity. So you see, Than in this Case of an Ignor‐
ant’s being to engage, whether with another Ignorant or Artist, it is safest for him to
become the Pursuer; as also, for the True Sword-Man to take it, if possible, of the
Ignorant, for the above Reasons.

THIRD LESSON:

Against a forward and vigorous Ignorant, employ this simple lesson.
They will thrust at you; you will parry with your left hand, and
give a thrust in response with your sword. Your partner will play
the part of a variety of aggressors, some with a degree of Art and
some with none.The variations of this lesson are as follows:

I. If they come in very close in their attack and end up resting on
their thrust, you may need to slip your rear leg back to get enough
space to thrust at them.
II. Alternatively you may wish to break measure circularly to your

right for a chance to thrust at them, particularly if they come in
at an angle.
III. If they are Artful themselves, they may deliver the thrust and
then parry with their hand as they return to guarde. Deceive their
hand with a feint from your riposte.
IV. If they are the type to draw their hand back and thrust with
arm bent, you may be hard pressed to hand parry and would be better
served taking time upon them; such that as they draw their arm back
thrust at them, THEN parry their counter-thrust with your left. To
achieve this you may need to break measure circularly. Against this
one it is unwise to enclose forward and attempt to command because
the hilt will be too far, and the point too close to you to parry a
thrust in good time.

Above all, do not fail to answer any aggressive movement with the
same; otherwise you will "have the defensive part put upon you".

Third Circumstance. IF they are both True Sword-Men who are two engage, or the
one a True Artist, and the other but and ordinary One : In the First Case, there can
no certain Rule be given, because much will depend on their natural Constitutions;
because, it is supposed, That both will fight, as well dextrously, as cunningly and
warily; so that one of them will at one Time take Pursuit, at another become the De‐
fender; as the other will, perhaps, at first, take himself to the Defensive, and immedi‐
ately, and in an Instant, become the Pursuer. And this is indeed what we call True
and Right Fighting, according to Art : That is, to change Parts, according as a Man
finds his Adversary Works and and Fights against him : But in the Second Case,
where a True Sword-Man is engaged against an ordinary Artist, I am for his taking
the Pursuit, as against an Ignorant; as the ordinary Artist, if he can, should take it
also against him; and that for the Reasons in the Second Circumstance.
BY all which you may see, That there is no settled Rule amongst True Sword-Men,
when Fighting, for either Defending or Pursuing, but as they shall find it proper in the
very Time of the Engagement; tho’, for my own Part, I would always incline to be the
Aggressor, if possible, without wholly abandoning my self upon it, but so restraining
my self, as that I may be always ready, upon my Adversary’s obstinate Opposing
me, and forcing a Counter-Pursuit upon me, to parie him, and Answer it smartly from

the Riposte : And this Aggressing ought always to be performed with a dexterous
Boldness, without any Hesitation, or Erking, as we say, which spoils the best de‐
signed Pursuit in the World.

FOURTH LESSON:

This lesson assumes a pair of equally matched Artists who will obey
the previous maxims, i.e. always answer an aggressive action with
the same (after you have secured your adversary's sword), but otherwise taking it in turn to be first and second mover.

Make a full or half pursuit, with a single feint or otherwise, at
your opponent (and until you have the measure of your adversary
then you are advised to make a half pursuit). Your opponent will
then parry and riposte as is normal; upon drawing their riposte and
counter-pursuit, parry their riposte and then answer with a suitable riposte of your own.

Ia. If they make a proper riposte with a lunge in time, parry and
riposte appropriately.
Ib. You may combine your own counter-riposte with a single feint to
deceive their parry;
Ic. or a disengagement around their left hand if they try to use
it. In this case they will probably simultaneously attempt to
thrust at you as you come in, and you must secure their blade with
your own left hand at the same time.
II. Should they rest on that lunge, command them as per your lessons.
III. Should they only present their weapon in response without a
lunge (presumably hoping you will run onto their weapon), you may
secure their blade on the outside of yours, either with a tierce
(inevitably a bind), quarte (the same), or prime (which will probably involve a command). Until you have secured their blade, do not
move too close (perhaps not even moving your feet) as they are relying on your rushing in and onto their weapon.

THIS being premised, and you standing to the ordinary Quart Guard, with the Point
a very little elevate, which is that most commonly made Use of in Schools, and from
and against which I shall chiefly form the following Directions for the Pursuit : You
are at first Engaging, to come within Distance, and make a Cross upon your Ad‐
versary’s Sword, either without or within it, and when you feel this Sword (I suppose
it is on the Inside) immediately give a smart, dry Beat upon it, either upon the same
Side, or upon the opposite Side, by Disengaging, to set it off the Line of your Body,
and without Hesitating, give home a plain Thrust to the nearest lower Parts of his
Body, because they are the easiest wounded, (and the Wounds also in these Parts
are the most dangerous) with your Sword-Hand either in Quart, Tierce, or Seconde,
as it lies most convenient for it, being always sure to oppose your Left-Hand, to pre‐
vent a Contre-Temps from your Adversary, or a Thrust from the Riposte, and Recov‐
ering your own Body as quickly to its Guard again, as possibly you can, your Sword
all the time kept with a stretched Arm streight before you, to keep off your Adversary,
or prevent his Running violently upon you, to inclose, which, if you are Weaker than
he, you should endeavour, as I said, to prevent as much as possible. It is always to
be understood, That you must keep your Body as thin and low, by Sinking, as pos‐
sible, to make it the more difficult to be hit by your Adversary; which Custom will
make easy.
YOU are not, as I have observed many do, to beat your Adversary’s Sword, perhaps
Once, Twice or Thrice, and not to accompany the Beat with a Thrust. This may be
done in School-Play, but is not proper at Sharps, because your Adversary’s Sword
being by the first Beat forced out of the streight Line, there is no Need of the
Second. This then is the Time of Thrusting with the greatest Safety, whereas, by Re‐
peating the Beats unnecessarily, you not only lose your own Time, but give your Ad‐
versary an Opportunity to disengage, and to Thrust upon you; which, by your Thrust‐
ing instantly upon the Back of your Beating or Binding, you effectually prevent.

FIFTH LESSON:

Without distance, come into the right distance (that is, the halfsword, from where you can thrust home with a short lunge). Deliver
a beat or bind on your adversary's blade and immediately thrust.
Consider these variants:

Ia. Engage in quarte and disengage to beat on the back of their
blade in tierce; thrust immediately with a lunge.

Ib. Engage in quarte and bind on the front of the blade (in
quarte), possibly downwards a little; thrust immediately with a
lunge. Be especially wary of their contra-temps thrust and check
their weapon with your left hand.
IIa. Engage in tierce, disengage and beat (in quarte) on the back
of their sword, thrust immediately.
IIb. Engage in tierce, bind on the front of their blade (in
tierce), thrust immediately. BUT be very careful in this case as to
check their contra-temps thrust you need to cross your right arm
with your left, making the hand parry less certain. Keep your left
hand below the right because the thrust is likely to come up and at
the belly.
IIIa. Engage in seconde, bind without and below with a tierce, and
thrust immediately.
IIIb. Engage in seconde, disengage over their sword and oppose them
with quarte, and thrust immediately.

IN Place of a plain Thrust, you may make a single Feint upon the Back of your Beat,
whether upon its Length or Breadth, to make an Open, it being needless to name
particular Lessons to True Sword-Men, for whom this is chiefly designed : For I do
not approve of double Feints at Sharps, they having too much of Hazard and
Chance in them, altho’ they succeed well enof in School-Play. But I would advise no
Man to venture is Life upon them; they throw a Man so much not only off his De‐
fence, but give his Adversary Encouragement to venture the taking Time upon them,
to prevent which, he ought always to have his Left-Hand in Readiness to oppose or
parie his Adversary’s ventoriously timed Thrusts, See the Plate, Fig. 3, 6, and 8. For
I must tell you, That all Thrusts are so, but what are preceeded by a good, dry Beat
or Binding, as I have directed; so not to be depended upon, Sword in Hand, for the
Life.

SIXTH LESSON:

For your single feint off the beat, consider the plays in the preceding lesson, with one addition.

Ia. Engage in quarte; disengage and beat on their inside in tierce
with a straightening of your arm to imply an attack, but with no
further motion of your body. As they respond with a contra-caveat-

ing parade, disengage below their parade with a circular motion,
and thrust.
Ib. Engage in quarte; disengage and beat on their inside in tierce
as above; when they oppose it with a direct parry of tierce, slip
below their hand and thrust on the other side. Make good use of
your left hand to check their blade as this is risky, and be mindful that their blade is moving across your body. Unless they are
very wide-spaced the next play may be better.
Ic. Engage in quarte; disengage and beat in tierce as above. When
they bring their own tierce back to parry and offend you slip below
their hand as before, but then cross and secure their weapon with a
prime. From here a command is possible, or a thrust with a halfpass.
Id. Engage in quarte and bind the outside of your opponent's
weapon, expecting them to immediately oppose in quarte which you
will slip beneath and secure in tierce giving your thrust. Again
this play involves their point moving across your body, so it's essential that you have secured their point.
IIa-c. The plays for a direct binding of tierce on tierce from a
tierce engagement (i.e. on the front of their blade) are likely to
be exactly the same as Ia to Ic above.
IIIa. Engage in seconde; beat without and below the sword, and disengage over their hand when they go to parry your feint, thrusting
without and above. Keep your left hand free to check a contra-temps
thrust.
IIIb. Engage in seconde and beat without and above the sword in
quarte. As they answer with a parry of prime, disengage above or
below their sword and thrust with quarte or tierce.

A Man may also, after his Beat or Binding, make a Half-Pass, either without or within
the Sword, finishing it with an Inclosing and Commanding of his Adversary’s Sword,
if he judges himself strong enof for it; but otherwise I would not have him venture
upon it, unless being, as I have said, weak, he would thereby with the more Honour
yield, and thereby save his Life.

SEVENTH LESSON:

Ia. From quarte, bind on the outside of their quarte and immedi-

ately pass forwards and seize their hilt, your left hand above your
sword; apply pressure and disarm them.
Ib. From quarte, bind on their outside and thrust home, passing
forward to seize their hilt.
Ic. From quarte, bind on their inside in tierce after a disengagement; immediately thrust with a pass, using your left to check
their sword-arm.
IIa-c. Do the above but from a tierce engagement, disengaging and
changing to quarte as needed.
III. From seconde, beat without and below their sword and check
their hand as you thrust with a half-pass.
IV. From seconde, beat without and above using quarte; when they
oppose with a prime parry, pass and command their sword in the
prime position, drawing back your own to threaten them. Note that
this is also effective without a beat, if you see that your opponent parries very strongly from prime after a thrust without and
above.

IF your Adversary endeavour to prevent your Binding or Beating, by Slipping or
quick Disengaging, you are then by a Contre Degagement, to cross his Sword, and
then you will certainly meet with it; by which Means you will afterwards have an Op‐
portunity to play your Lessons.

EIGHTH LESSON:

Ia. In quarte, beat against the outside of your opponent's blade in
quarte. As they slip their blade below your wrist with a circular
motion you do the same, following their blade and securing it,
quarte to quarte, and thrust with opposition.
Ib. In quarte, beat against the inside of your opponent's blade in
tierce. As they slip their blade below your wrist, do the same and
secure their weapon, your tierce again on the inside of your
quarte; give a beat and thrust home.
IIa. and IIb. are exactly the same, but beginning in tierce.
III. In seconde, beat without and above in quarte; as they disengage and attempt to secure with a contra-caveating parade in
seconde bring your quarte over their hand and secure their sword,
and thrust home.

I do not pretend to Secrets in Fighting with Sharps; knowing that it chiefly consists of
a good Parade, swift plain Thrusts, or single Feints after Binding or Beating, and oth‐
er Artful Motions perform’d judiciously, and with a hardy Courage. However, I shall
set down a Lesson, which I know will rarely fail, either in School-Play or at Sharps, if
it be right Times, and performed Adroitly, with Celerity, and a quick Motion of the
Body. It is this.
AFTER you have Bound or Beat your Adversary’s Sword on the Inside, whether by
Disengaging, or not, as your Sword shall be presented; instantly upon the Back of it
give home a plain Thrust, by Way of a Half-pass, towards your Adversary’s Belly,
who must either receive the Thrust, or Parie it with the Sword, or Left-Hand; if you
give him the Thrust, you have your Design, and if he parie with his Sword, which he
must do low, bring instantly your Sword over his Point, which is the Subtilty of the
Lesson, by a circular Motion of your Wrist, and give him the Thrust in his Stomach,
or Belly, taking hold of, and seising his Sword at the same Time with your Left-Hand
upon the Shell of his; by which you not only give him a Wound, but also Enclose
upon him, and command his Sword.

NINTH LESSON:

I. In quarte, beat to the inside of your opponent's blade (ordinarily by disengagement and tierce) and present your thrust low. Your
opponent will attempt to parry in seconde; slip this parry with a
disengagement, and thrust home with a pass, gripping their hilt as
you do so.
II. In seconde, beat without and below your opponent's blade, and
then slip their parry of seconde over their point, making a halfpass forward with a grip of their hilt.
IIIa. In tierce, likewise beat to the inside of their blade with
quarte. They may attempt a contra-caveating parade in seconde,
which you should slip over their point and thrust home with a half
pass and gripping their hilt.
IIIb. Or, in tierce do the same beat and if they respond with a
parry of prime, slip your point over as before, thrust with a pass
and grip, &c.

IF he do not Parie with his Sword, but endeavour to do it with his Left-Hand, you are
to shun his Left-Hand by bringing your Sword over it, and giving him the Thrust
where you best can, whether high or low, within his Sword, saving your self in the
mean Time with your Left-Hand from his Thrust, should he either attempt it in the
Posture he stands, or alter it by throwing back his right Foot, that he may have the
more ready Use of his Sword. But if this thrust be right Timed, and smartly per‐
formed, it is so very quick, and so surprising, that I assure you it will seldom fail.

TENTH LESSON:

I. Beat to the inside from quarte as in the preceding lesson; when
they attempt to hand-parry and counter-thrust, hand-parry yourself
and thrust where you can best avoid their hand.
II. The same, to the inside from tierce.
III. From seconde, beat without and above in quarte and present
your sword; take the counter-thrust with your left hand and thrust
home.

THIS Lesson may be performed without a Beat, but then you run the Hazard of your
Adversary’s taking Time upon you : for which reason, you are always to have your
Left-Hand in Readiness upon all your Thrusts to prevent it.
IT may also be performed upon the outside of the Sword; but then the Thrust or
Half-pass must be carried towards your Adversary’s Left Breast, to oppose his
Parade, and thereby give the more Ease to you, if you miss the Thrust to bring your
Sword over your left Shoulder from beneath his Sword, by a circular Motion, at the
same Time changing your Posture by a circular Leap half about to the Right, and
changing the Places of your Feet, that is, the Left where the Right was, and the
Right where the Left was; in that Instant bringing your Left Arm over his Sword, and
taking hold of hit at or near to the Hilt, the Nails of the Sword-Hand up, your Sword
being presented to his Body, with your Sword-Hand and Right-side from him; in
which Posture you are ready to wound him or not, as you please.

ELEVENTH LESSON:

I. In seconde, bind your opponent's weapon from outside to inside
and present your thrust on the left side of their body with strong

opposition. Should they oppose with a parry themselves it will be
quite strong; cede to their action by withdrawing pressure and immediately jump to advance your left foot and move the right back,
gripping their sword-arm on the outside and threatening them as you
choose with the point of your sword which you have withdrawn to
avoid fouling their blade.
II. In tierce, bind their blade from outside to inside; as they respond with pressure, jump to advance your left foot and withdraw
your right, seizing their arm as above.

BUT this upon the Outside requiring a great deal more Dexterity to perform it quickly,
than that within the Sword; because all these Motions must be done almost at the
same Time, and made to jump as exactly together as possible : Therefore, I recom‐
mend the first Method as the more easy and certain.
I own, that this Lesson comes more easily from the common Quart Guard, than from
that in Seconde, which I have recommended; but a judicious Sword-Man will easily
perform it from either, so as to surprise very much his Adversary, who expects no
such uncommon Pursuit : And I leave it with him to improve upon it.
INTENDING to be short, I shall only add, That if you design only to disable your Ad‐
versary, then pop or Jerk out little Thrusts at his Sword Arm, or Hand, advanced
Thigh, Leg or Foot, which is to be done quickly and suddenly, without disordering of
yourself, and will seldom fail to Answer your Design; thee being Tendinous and
Nervous Parts, and consequently, when wounded, very sensibly painful and
disabling.
I shall end this Memorial with an Abstract, taken out of my New Method of Fencing,
which I would advise my Reader so to value, as to have it ready in his Memory upon
all Occasions; of which, I promise him, he shall never repent. It is as follows.
The ABSTRACT.
With
Calmness, Vigour, and Judgement
USE

I. Chiefly the Guard in Seconde, with a sloping Point, your Body for the most Part
moving circularly, and sometimes fix’d.
II. A good Crossing Parade, with a firm dry Beat, assisted with the Left Hand.
III. A brisk Half Pursuit, until you make a true and full one, commonly preceeded with
a Dry Beat or Binding.
IV. Plain and easy Offensive Lessons, briskly performed; and always opposing the
Left-Hand, to prevent a Contre-temps, and Exchanged Thrust, or one from the
Riposte.
V. A moderate and judicious Breaking of Measure, Circularly or otherwise, until the
Violence and Fury of your Adversary’s Pursuit be over, when you find, that he will
force a Pursuit upon you.
PREVENT
I. Being Decoy’d, or Deceiv’d by Feints, as much as possible.
II. Being Catched upon Time when Advancing to Thrust.
III. Being without Distance when Thrusting.
IV. Resting upon a Thrust after it is Delivered.
V. A Contre-temps, Exchanged Thrust, or one form the Riposte, by making season‐
able Use of the Left-Hand, by Opposing or Parieing with it, and as either You your‐
self or your Adversary shall Thrust.

TWELFTH LESSONS:

The master should endeavour to create lessons based on the advice
above, which is universally applicable. The essential of these
should be:

I. training to break measure circularly.
II. training in the half-pursuit; that is to determine an oppon-

ent's response to a threat, and the necessary tactics thereafter to
deal with that (e.g. what if they always step back? What if they
always present their sword? etc.)
III. general good judgement of distance when thrusting, by exercises against a static target.

1. These characteristics are more similar to later boxing commentary (e.g. Fewtrell's treat‐
ise) than earlier theory of e.g. George Silver; the former lays down a number of desir‐
able qualities whereas the latter's Grounds and Governors have more to do with method
and cognitive process.
2. Fewtrell on the other hand does list Courage amongst the seven attributes of a boxer.
3. "Cowards amongst sword-men are like eunuchs amongst men", etc.
4. This raises the question, what is courage? And why does he not list courage amongst
the four qualities? Is it because unlike those four which may be trained, courage is in‐
nate, a natural consequence of birth? If so then we as instructors are surely wasting our
time. Yet the fact that Hope calls out those who, in his view, profess skill but lack cour‐
age implies that it is their teaching that is false; and therefore, courage may be taught.
Certainly some people are more naturally inclined to forwardness and competitiveness
than others; but this property may still be taught, as can tactics to use against one who
is naturally forward. I feel these are the most important lessons within the text.
5. To paraphrase this fundamental concept, which is a constant theme throughout the Me‐
morial, there are people with skill (art), people with courage, those with both and those
with neither.
6. note: lower-case "truly"
7. steady on Sir William, a bit harsh
8. This uncompromising position is understandable in an age where these skills might be
used to preserve one's life; but the modern reader and scholar will hopefully never be
so tested. And with that in mind let's consider what students expect from historical fen‐
cing: some are motivated by winning, some are motivated by form and grace, others by
historical accuracy. Of those classes the first will usually prevail in combat and perhaps
it's useful that we have such fencers in our midst because, to triumph over them we
need to heed Hope's advice here. In any case I commend the reader to J. Christoph
Amberger's Secret History Of The Sword, in particular the section on agonistic and ant‐
agonistic combat: this is extremely important when considering the kinds of motivation
and stakes that did exist in Hope's time and exist today in fencing.

9. Judgement is, of course, one of Hope's trinity along with Calmness and Vigour. Further‐
more Judgement is the root of martial skill in Silver's treatise in both the Grounds
(Judgement > Distance > Time > Place) and the Governors (Judgement, Measure,
Pressing In and Flying Out). Is Hope's use of Grounds a coincidence, or reference to
other masters?
10. In fact, I think it's fair to say that every effort in training an artist must go towards fash‐
ioning their Judgement. However it must also go to developing their base instincts;
whereas Hope admonishes "la tete base" as random play, we should instead note that
artists will fall to their foundational actions under stress. Gross motor movement will be
favoured over fine, and the simplest designs will be the most repeatable under these
conditions.
11. This then is the great Paradox at the heart of Hope's Trinity; that to be a worthwhile fen‐
cer one must be at once calm enough to apply good judgement and fine motions, and
yet sufficiently passionate to press in and fly out as the situation demands. This is
wholly compatible with Silver.
12. Note that Hope's final text precedes the various Gin Acts between 1729 and 1751..
Genever is a different spirit to gin and much older than London Dry gin, which became
popular in the 19th century and is what we'd call gin today. It is possible to get Genever
these days, maybe easier thanks to the modern gin craze, and it's more like a brandy or
whiskey or rum, sweeter and darker though still with a juniper flavour. This has nothing
to do with fencing of course, except the friendly imbibing of spirits after a bout.
13. An interesting comment re. the shifting arena and the relative stresses of ranged and
group action vs. single combat; ultimately it must come down to what violence the indi‐
vidual is prepared for, and the stressful effect of being outside one's area of comfort.
14. Hope's preference for the hanging guard in Seconde is the cornerstone of his New
Method. But the argument is not so much that the guard is the best, but that it is the
only guard that can reliably form a good cross against incoming blows, particular down‐
right blows from all manner of cutting weapons including cudgels, staves and pole-arms.
If there were another guard that could similarly reliably present a cross, then I'm sure
that would be similarly favoured. But in any case, it's a moot point: parrying a pole-ax
with a small sword shows remarkable optimism.
15. The formation of a true cross is essential, and want of a cross may cause a blade to slip
and wound the hand, if there is little or no hilt.
16. Prayer or similar appeals for supernatural aid are outside the scope of these annota‐
tions; however I don't personally recommend firing spells into melee.
17. Hope's use of "Ignorant" as a descriptive noun appears pejorative, but it is really only
factual. As later noted an Ignorant may still have great courage and integrity, and be a
most challenging opponent.

